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ABSTRACT: Despite increasing incidence of wildfires in the United
States, wildfire smoke is poorly characterized, with little known about
particle composition and emission rates. Chemistry in transported
plumes confounds interpretation of ground and aircraft data, but near-
field observations can potentially disentangle the effects of oxidation and
dilution on aerosol mass and chemical composition. We report the
organic aerosol (OA) emission ratios from aircraft observations near the
fire source for the 20 wildfires sampled during the Western Wildfire
Experiment: Cloud Chemistry, Aerosol Absorption, and Nitrogen (WE-
CAN) study of summer 2018. We observe no changes in submicron
nonrefractory OA mass concentration, relative to CO which accounts for
simple dilution, between 0.5 and up to 8 h of aging. However, static OA
excess mixing ratios hide shifts in the aerosol chemical composition that suggest near-balanced, simultaneous oxidation-driven
condensation and dilution-driven evaporation. Specifically, we observe significant increases in the extent of oxidation, evident by
an increase in oxidation marker f44 and loss of the biomass burning marker f60, as the smoke ages through chemistry and
dilution. We discuss the competing effects of oxidative chemistry and dilution-driven evaporation on the evolution of the
chemical composition of aerosols in wildfire smoke over time.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The number and intensity of wildfires in the western United
States is increasing,1 and the relative impact of emissions from
wildfires on regional and global atmospheric composition is
becoming more significant. Over the past three decades, PM2.5
has generally decreased across the country, likely due to
successful regulation of primary and secondary sources of
particulate matter, except for regions that experience wildfires,
specifically the mountain west.2 Fire seasons are starting earlier
and ending later due to changes in snowpack, precipitation,
and temperature attributed at least in part to climate change.3,4

Wildfires emit a variety of gases and particles that have major
implications for air quality and climate. Aerosols have a
profound impact on air quality for both human health and
visibility,5,6 and there is some evidence that aged aerosols have
even higher toxicity than fresh aerosol.7 Additionally, optical
properties of aerosols, linked to chemical composition, can
contribute to either a cooling or warming direct effect on the
radiative balance of the planet, and can act as cloud
condensation nuclei, contributing to an indirect effect on
climate. However, wildfire impacts on aerosol concentrations,
and thus air quality and climate, are challenging to model due
to the lack of observational constraints on emissions as well as

a lack of understanding of how aerosol changes as it ages. To
better understand wildfire smoke chemistry in the western
United States, we measured submicron nonrefractory organic
aerosol (OA) emissions, chemical composition, and evolution
in smoke from wildfires in the near-field (i.e., where smoke is
less than 2 h old) and mid-field (i.e., where the smoke is less
than 8 h old).
Two aspects of organic aerosol emissions from wildfires are

particularly poorly understood: the variability in emissions
during the course of a single burn and that between different
burns of different fuels or environmental conditions, and the
impact of chemistry on those emissions as they are transported
in the atmosphere. Previously reported emission ratios (ERs)
for OA from fires vary over orders of magnitude; the emission
ratios, or mass concentration of OA relative to the coemitted
CO (EROA = ΔOA/ΔCO, where Δ indicates enhancement
above background levels) at or near the source, estimated from
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aircraft measurements ranges from 0.02 to 0.55 μg m−3 ppbv−1

for wildfires under different conditions and regions.8−14

Emission ratios from prescribed burns of coastal plains in
South Carolina and mixed conifer in California vary less; e.g.,
May and co-workers15,16 report emission ratios ranging from
0.04 to 0.11 μg m−3 ppbv−1, but this consistency is likely due
to the controlled burn conditions, such as fire temperature, fire
stage, and fuel type. Despite this variation, these prescribed
fires may not be representative of naturally occurring wildfires,
which typically burn at hotter temperatures with more flaming
combustion. Laboratory studies report fire-averaged OA
emission ratios ranging from 0.02 to 1.76 μg m−3 ppbv−1

across fuel types and fire conditions.16,17 For example, fire-
averaged OA ERs for laboratory lodgepole pine burns ranged
from 0.69 to 1.43 μg m−3 ppbv−1 for the same burn conditions
and ERs for ponderosa pine burns ranged from 1.31 to 1.76 μg
m−3 ppbv−1.16 In addition to these fire-averaged emissions
ratios, Jolleys et al.17 report an increase in “instantaneous” ER
from 0.31 to 1.59 μg m−3 ppbv−1 during a single burn of
ponderosa pine needles that was not observed in another burn
of the same fuel despite nearly identical conditions (i.e., mass
and moisture content of fuel, burn time). These differences are
attributed to combustion efficiency and the timing of the
transition between flaming and smoldering phases, with the
smoldering phase generally producing more OA. Despite this
illustrative example and a general link between smoldering and
enhanced OA ERs, however, this study found that there was
not a strong, consistent relationship between combustion
efficiency and OA ERs across many fuel types.17 A more recent
study of laboratory burns showed a strong inverse logarithmic
relationship between emission factor (ratio of species-of-
interest emission to fuel mass, in contrast to the emissions
ratio) for organic carbon (μg C m−3) and modified
combustion efficiency.18 This further indicates that a
smoldering fire will produce more OA than a flaming fire.
Rapid chemical evolution of smoke between initial emission

and subsequent observation may also contribute to the large
range in observed emission ratios of wildfire. As emissions are
transported away from the source, photochemical oxidation by
ozone (O3) or OH radicals may produce secondary organic
aerosol (SOA) from species with different volatility than
primary organic aerosol (POA).19 Additionally, condensation
of organic molecules initially emitted in the gas phase at the
hot ignition temperatures that subsequently cool and condense
on aerosol surfaces can also contribute to SOA. This
condensation would result in a net increase in OA mass
concentration, relative to CO, as the plume moves downwind.
In contrast, dilution of cleaner background air into the smoke
plume can lead to a decrease in organic aerosol mass, beyond
what can be accounted for by the dilution factor, due to
changes in gas-particle equilibrium.20 Dilution impacts gas-
particle partitioning of organic aerosol by shifting the
equilibrium for semivolatile organic compounds from the
particle phase to the gas phase, leading to enhanced
evaporation at lower concentrations.21 In smoke plumes, this
dilution-driven evaporation should enhance partitioning from
the particle to the gas phase downwind. Additionally, as
dilution occurs at the edges of the plume, particles should
partition more strongly to the gas phase at the edges relative to
the center of the plume.20,22,23 This dilution would result in a
net decrease in OA mass concentration, relative to CO, as the
plume moves downwind.

The relative balance of these two competing factors,
oxidation chemistry followed by condensation, and evapo-
ration of semivolatile components due to dilution, in aging
plumes is under debate. In some smoke plumes, increases in
the OA ER have been observed and interpreted as evidence of
condensation and/or SOA formation.9,11 However, other
studies have observed slight decreases in OA ERs13,24,25 or
no change as the plume ages.8,15,22,26 These fundamental
differences in organic aerosol evolution in plumes do not
follow clear patterns, and instead show ranges in behavior in
the near-field. For example, in a smoke plume in the Yucatan,
OA ERs increased by a factor of 2 in 1.5 h, attributed to SOA
formation.9 However, Akagi et al.24 show that in a California
chaparral smoke plume, OA ERs decreased during the first
1.5−2 h, followed by a period in which the observed emission
ratio stabilized, or possibly even increased. Though compli-
cated by urban anthropogenic sources, DeCarlo et al.11

observed an increase in OA emissions ratio with plume age
for one fire, but a decrease in another fire. Similarly, OA ERs
from prescribed burns in South Carolina showed increased OA
emission ratios with age for one fire, and no change with age
for another.15 Finally, a study of multiple smoke plumes in
western Africa found no changes in OA mass.8 The
discrepancies in how OA ERs change over time could be
due to an array of reasons, including differences in the smoke
injection height (boundary layer versus free troposphere) and
differences in background concentrations of diluting air. Plume
OA concentration also likely plays a large role in the balance
between OA evaporation and condensation. Akagi et al.24

hypothesized that condensation in the more concentrated
California smoke plume would have occurred faster than in the
dilute Yucatan smoke plume, and was the primary process
controlling OA ERs in the California smoke plume after 1.5−2
h. However, while some hypotheses exist, the lack of consensus
on OA aging in smoke plumes is complicated by the limited
numbers of observations in the near-field, challenging model
development to parametrize emissions and predict OA
concentrations downwind.
Regardless of whether a change in emission ratio is observed,

the extent to which the OA in smoke plumes was oxidized
increases with age.8,11,22,23 This chemical evolution, even when
accompanied by no OA mass change, indicates that chemical
and physical processes are rapidly occurring in the smoke
plume. Oxidation reactions can form more functionalized
species that have lower volatilities, with each step in oxidation
lowering volatility by an order of magnitude,21 though these
reactions can also lead to fragmentation and thus more volatile
organic molecules. This chemical evolution and subsequent
SOA growth increases the elemental ratio of oxygen to carbon
(O:C) in OA,27 and also the fractional component of OA
attributed to the CO2

+ ion (f44). Oxidation by OH is the likely
culprit, thought to be produced in smoke plumes through the
photolysis of formaldehyde, a primary emission from fires.28

Levoglucosan is a common biomass burning marker and can
be oxidized in the particle phase with an OH rate constant of
1.1 (±0.5) × 10 −11 cm3 molecule−1 s−1, implying a lifetime of
1.1 days (assuming [OH] of 106 molecules cm−3).29 An aircraft
study of smoke plumes inferred an in-plume average OH
concentration of 5.27 (±0.97) × 106 molecules cm−3.24

However, not all studies are consistent, and some models of
smoke plumes suggest depleted OH in the plume compared to
background levels due to the high OH reactivity of gas-phase
emissions.28 Additionally, there is substantial evidence that
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ozone can form rapidly inside the smoke plume from reaction
of OH with emitted VOCs and NOx, which are emitted from
fires in large quantities, although this ozone may be depleted as
the smoke plume ages.30 Regardless of the mechanism,
previous studies of OA aging in wildfire smoke plumes have
consistently observed marked increases in oxidation, identified
by elemental O:C or fractional component f44.
To improve our understanding of the emission and

evolution of organic aerosol in wildfire smoke, we measured
smoke from 20 wildfires in the Western United States at the
source and downwind. We report 15 emission ratios of OA
from near-passes of fires and investigate the chemical evolution
of the organic aerosol as the plumes aged through chemistry
and dilution for 12 fires.

2. METHODS

2.1. Campaign. The Western Wildfire Experiment for
Cloud Chemistry, Aerosol Absorption, and Nitrogen (WE-
CAN) was a multiagency project to intensively characterize the
emissions and evolution of those emissions from wildfires in
the Western United States. WE-CAN took place during July -
September of 2018 and used the NSF/NCAR C-130 aircraft to
sample regional smoke and smoke emitted from specific
wildfires in the western United States during 19 flights. Sixteen
research flights were operated from Boise, Idaho, and three
educational flights from Broomfield, Colorado. The payload
included a large suite of gas and particle instruments. (https://
www.eol.ucar.edu/field_projects/we-can) Here, we will de-
scribe only those instruments used as part of this work.
2.2. Instrumentation. A high-resolution time-of-flight

aerosol mass spectrometer (HR-AMS; Aerodyne Inc.) with a
pressure controlled inlet31,32 was used to detect submicron
nonrefractory aerosol mass and composition. We operated the
HR-AMS in V-mode (mass resolution ∼2100 m/Δm) with 5 s
time-resolution in mass spectrometry mode (2.5 s open and
2.5 s closed). The pressure controlled inlet maintained a
constant lens pressure of 1.35 Torr and flow rate of 84.4 sccm.
We used the High Resolution ToF-AMS Analysis Toolkit
v1.20 (Aerodyne, Inc.) in Igor Pro (Wavemetics, Inc.) for
postprocessing and analyzing the data. The high aerosol
concentrations observed inside the smoke plumes necessitated
several changes to the standard data-processing scheme.
Specifically, rather than using a unit mass resolution (UMR)
airbeam correction which is typically used to correct for small
fluctuations in instrument signal, we implemented an airbeam
correction using a high resolution peak33 (Ar+ at m/z 39.962)
to avoid the overcorrection during high aerosol loadings due to
interfering masses and subsequent underestimation of aerosol
mass concentrations. (Supporting Information section 1,
Figure S1). We also applied a time-dependent CO2 correction
using simultaneous observations of CO2 mixing ratios to
accurately account for the contribution of gas phase CO2 to
the CO2

+ ion signal.
The number and mass concentrations of refractory black

carbon (rBC) were measured by using a single particle soot
photometer (SP2; Droplet Measurement Technologies).34,35

An SP2 uses a 1064 nm Nd:YAG laser to heat absorbing
material to its vaporization temperature and measures the
resulting incandescence, which is proportional to the
incandescing mass. The SP2 sample line was diluted with
HEPA-filtered ambient air to prevent signal saturation during
high aerosol loading periods.

Carbon monoxide (CO) was measured with two instru-
ments: a quantum cascade laser instrument (CS-108 miniQCL,
Aerodyne, Inc.)36 and a cavity ring down spectrometer
(G2401-m WS-CRD, Picarro). The CO-QCL had better
precision than the CO-CRD (2σ = ±1 ppbv vs 50 ppbv), and
the CO-QCL was used in all analyses presented herein
excepting 13 Aug 2018 and 13 Sept 2018. The Picarro G2401-
m WS-CRD also detected CO2 (2σ = ± 0.1 ppmv).
We averaged all measured variables to the time base of the

AMS sampling (5 s) to maintain high time resolution in the
AMS data. Before averaging to the AMS time-base, the data
were synchronized in time to account for variations in sample
line length, flow rate, and instrument response rate.

2.3. Normalized Excess Mixing Ratio Calculations.
The normalized excess mixing ratio (NEMR) is the ratio of
enhancement above background of a species (ΔX = X − Xbkg)
to the enhancement above background for CO (ΔCO = CO −
CObkg), and accounts for simple dilution of clean air into the
plume.

= Δ
Δ

=
−
−

X
CO

X X
NEMR

CO CO
bkg

bkg (1)

For organic aerosol, the term “mixing ratio” is a misnomer
since aerosol mass concentrations are generally reported in μg
sm−3, but for consistency, we will use that name and note that
the units for NEMR of OA is μg sm−3 ppb−1.15 The NEMR is
considered to be the emission ratio of the species if measured
at the source, i.e., in the absence of any dilution effects or
chemical changes. For species with lifetimes longer than the
time period of interest, NEMR does not change as the plume is
diluted into background air. Changes in NEMR as a function
of plume age indicate net gain or loss of the species due to
physical or chemical changes. However, as cautioned in
Yokelson et al.,37 simple mixing effects, especially in regions
with variable backgrounds, may cause a change in NEMR that
is not related to chemistry or physical changes. In this way,
both the source variability and mixing effects may alter the
NEMR, complicating the interpretation of the values. The
NEMR also assumes no significant production of CO in the
plume from oxidation, a reasonable assumption as CO has a
lifetime in the troposphere of 2 months38 with negligible
chemical production.39

The NEMR can be estimated several ways:
(1) Slope method: The NEMR is calculated as the slope of

the relationship between the species of interest and CO for
which the background of the species of interest is zero or
constant. The slope method removes the challenge of defining
a background as the slope of the relationship is independent of
intercepts. However, poor correlation between CO and the
species of interest for reasons including discrepancies in
instrument timing (e.g., if the time resolutions of the detection
techniques are different) can introduce substantial uncertainty
in the NEMR.
(2) Plume integration method with explicit background

subtraction: The NEMR is calculated from the ratio of the
background-subtracted integrated values across a plume. The
challenge is determining the correct background. For
laboratory studies of fuel burning, the backgrounds are taken
as the concentrations measured prior to the start of the
experiment. However, in aircraft-based studies of fire
emissions, the background can vary throughout the length of
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the plume and even can be different on each side of a plume
cross section.
(2a) Upwind background: We first assume that the air

upwind of the fire represents the background (upwind
background). This would be appropriate when the upwind
air and the edges of the plume are indeed free from influences
of older smoke. However, new smoke from the fire of interest
can dilute into already smoky air from other fires, and the air
on the edges of the plume may be spatially heterogeneous, so
that the background behind the fire fails to represent the
background into which the plume is diluting. In some
instances, one side of the plume can be diluted by cleaner
background than the other.
(2b) Intertransect background: The background is estimated

as the average of the 15 s immediately before and after each
plume transect.
(2bi) Transect background: Each individual transect

through the plume has its own background. This accounts
for changing composition of the background air as the plume
moves away from the fire, but ignores differences in
background air between one side or the other of an individual
plume.
(2bii) Fire-average background: In this approach, we average

the transect backgrounds for each fire to provide a single
background value for each smoke plume. This method is useful
when the aircraft did not access the background air for at least
15 s before and after the plume-transect. This method ignores
changing background composition downwind of a plume.
For OA NEMR, the slope method (1) and the plume-

integration using an explicit background subtraction using the
intertransect backgrounds (both transect and fire-average
backgrounds: 2bi,ii) agree well. The plume-integration method
using the upwind background (2a) underestimates NEMR
relative to the other methods by 8−25% (Supporting
Information section 2, Figure S2). The analyses below use
the plume-integration method with explicit fire-averaged
background.
2.4. Plume Age. We estimate the plume age as the

haversine distance between the aircraft position and the
burned area of a fire, estimated for the time that the aircraft
sampled the fire by the U.S. Forest Service, divided by the
average in-plume wind speed measured on the NCAR/NSF C-

130 for a given fire, similar to analysis in other studies.15,40 We
assume that the plume rose above the burning location to the
altitude at which we sampled the fire, and then was advected to
the sampling location at a constant wind speed. Uncertainty in
plume age from these assumptions is estimated to be 6−40%
for different smoke plumes, with a mean uncertainty of 18%,
based on the variance of windspeed for different passes
through a single targeted smoke plume.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Overview of Sampling. During WE-CAN, smoke

plumes from 20 distinct fires were sampled 22 times using a
pseudo-Lagrangian approach: after sampling background air
behind the plume, the aircraft sampled the fire of interest close
to the source, before transecting the plume perpendicular to
the wind direction away from the fire. The Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) and air traffic control placed temporary
flight restrictions on airspace above active fires, which
determined the minimum distance to the fire and the altitude
at which we sampled the plume.
Figure 1 shows an example flight path, altitude, and time

series of organic aerosol measured by the HR-AMS for a flight
on 26 August 2018. The target fire was the South Sugarloaf fire
in Nevada (41.77N, 115.79W). The plume was transected near
the source of the fire at three different altitudes before moving
downwind; downwind transects were repeated at the same
three altitudes. In this manner, we sampled the smoke at three
different distances and three different altitudes before returning
to the source of the fire and resampling the nearest transect.
The closest transect was 30 km, and the farthest transect was
150 km away from the fire. The time series shows the number
of plume transects. The OA concentration is at its maximum of
1700 μg sm−3 during the first set of passes nearest the plume.
OA concentrations were lower during the second set of passes
at the same location 5 h later, reaching only 500 μg sm−3. OA
concentrations decrease with distance from the fire due to
dilution, reaching 270 μg sm−3, or 6.5 times less, at 150 km. In
this case, the South Sugarloaf smoke plume was diluted by
background air that was heavily impacted by older smoke
(days to weeks old) on the north side of the plume. This
background smoke was ubiquitous in the western United
States during late summer 2018 due to transport of smoke

Figure 1. (a) Flight track for the South Sugarloaf fire (fire location marked with red diamond) for RF15, 26 Aug 2018. The time series of (b)
organic aerosol (OA, μg sm−3) and (c) altitude (km) versus local time shows the plume transects colored by time. The inset highlights the time
series of OA for two transects, demonstrating differences in the shape of the plume and the OA concentration of background air on the two sides of
the plume.
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from fires in California (e.g., the Mendocino complex) and
British Columbia. The inset in Figure 1b highlights the
asymmetry of the plume by showing two transects that were
performed in opposite directions through the plume (i.e., the
aircraft crossed the plume, performed a 180° turn, and crossed
back through the plume again). This plume, in particular, had
very different edges: one edge, the first side through the first
transect, was sharp and diluted by relatively clean background
air, while the second edge was more diffuse and diluted by
already smoky air. On the second pass in the opposite
direction, we observe the same structure: we entered the more
diffuse side and exited the sharper side. The older smoke
complicates the background calculation for NEMR, potentially
affecting dilution and photon flux that occurs on the edges of
the plume.
The analysis herein assumes that plumes maintained vertical

homogeneity throughout the plume, and that in the pseudo-
Lagrangian case studies, we sampled the plume at the same
height. However, in reality, smoke plumes rise and disperse in
three dimensions with complex dynamics.41 The multiple
altitudes sampled for the South Sugarloaf fire allows us to
probe this effect in one fire. With the exception of a few
vertical profiles done by vertical spirals, and flights with these
different altitude legs, we are sampling a three-dimensional
process in only two dimensions, so some differences between
flights may be due to the fact that while we may be able to
identify the center of the plume in horizontal space, we do not
fully characterize the vertical structure of the plume.
3.2. Submicron Nonrefractory Aerosol Chemical

Composition. The aerosol nonrefractory composition from
the sampled fires was primarily organic (85−96%) with smaller
contributions from nitrate, ammonium, sulfate, and chlorine
(Figure 2), although we note that these components can be

associated with organic aerosol (e.g., the nitrate signal includes
contribution of organic nitrates, RONO2, and the sulfate signal
includes organic sulfate and sulfonic acid). Black carbon was a
small component (<2%) of the submicron mass in the sampled
plumes. Previous work has shown that aerosol from wildfires is
almost entirely organic (>90%)12,14 and that aerosol generated
by laboratory burns of ponderosa and lodgepole pine are
almost all organic aerosol (OA > 95%), while there are higher
fractions of sulfate and rBC in fuels such as sagebrush and
white and black spruce (OA < 50%).16 Preliminary fuel
inventory estimates for the South Sugarloaf fire indicate that
the predominant ecosystems burned were low sagebrush
steppe, black cottonwood−Douglas fir−quaking aspen riparian
forest, so the chemical composition measured here is
inconsistent with burns of these individual components.
Additionally, the organic fraction measured in prescribed
grass fires in South Carolina was ∼70% organic aerosol while
montane fires showed that the fraction was 90% OA and 10%
rBC with very little contribution from inorganic components.16

The composition and evolution of the inorganic aerosol
component from sampled wildfires will be discussed in a
separate manuscript.

3.3. NEMR of Organic Aerosol. The NEMR of OA for all
flights that sampled concentrated smoke attributed to a specific
fire are shown as a function of plume age in Figure 3. As

discussed in the Introduction, a change in NEMR signifies that
chemical or physical processes beyond simple dilution have
occurred as the plume ages. For the fires shown, the NEMR of
OA remained unchanged as the aircraft sampled air downwind
of the fires. On initial inspection, our observations indicate that
there was no net loss or gain of OA through chemical or
physical processes in the first 0.5−8 h of aging. This
observation is consistent with results from some prescribed
burns and wildfires,8,15,22,26 but not consistent with either the
previously observed increases in OA NEMR that were
attributed to SOA formation,9,11 or the slight decreases in

Figure 2. Fraction of measured mass for organic (green), inorganic
(pink, chloride; red, sulfate; orange−ammonium; blue, nitrate) and
black carbon (black) components of nonrefractory submicrometer
aerosol averaged for all plume transects for each fire.

Figure 3. NEMR of OA, using background-subtracted plume-
integrated OA and CO, as a function of physical plume age. Data
from four fires that were particularly well sampled in a pseudo-
Langrangian sense have been colored; these four fires were sampled
across the plume perpendicular to the wind direction at multiple
points downwind. These data highlight the apparent lack of change in
the NEMR of OA with plume age.
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OA NEMR attributed to strong evaporation of the organic
aerosol.13,24,25

The lack of net change in OA mass in the plume relative to
CO with distance from the fire is consistent with two opposing
hypotheses: (1) that no chemistry or physics occurs on the
observed time scales (transport of plumes for <8 h) or (2) that
photochemistry occurs in the plume, but with no net effect on
total organic aerosol mass. We explore these hypotheses below.
The analysis of plume-integrated NEMRs assumes that the

smoke is well-mixed and that the aging clock starts when the
plume begins horizontal transport at the altitude at which the
smoke was sampled. However, smoke undergoing convection
in the smoke plume could be from distinct regions of fire stage
(i.e., flaming on the edges of the fire versus smoldering in the
already burned center; plume both cools and dilutes during
vertical convection). Also, once the smoke starts horizontal
motion, there is real structure in the edges of the plumes; that
is, filaments of clean air are imperfectly mixed with the plume
air, creating areas of lower concentration within the plume
boundaries (e.g., Figure S3).41 These are accounted for by
integration techniques and weighted averages, so that this clean
air does not disproportionally affect the plume integrated or
plume averaged values. However, dilution of the edges of these
filaments may occur at different rates than in other parts of the
plume.
3.4. Variability in Emission Ratios. The NEMR for the

closest passes to the fire with ages between 20 min and 1 h
were assumed to represent the ER for that species, relative to
CO. The OA ERs are reported for sampled smoke plumes less
than 1 h old and range from 0.18−0.30 μg sm−3 ppb−1 (Figure
4). While these OA emissions ratios are comparable to
previous laboratory and aircraft studies,16,17 we speculate that
differences between laboratory-based studies and field burns
are due to rapid chemical and physical changes, including
repartitioning,42 that occur in the near-field due to rapid
cooling and dilution during vertical convection prior to
sampling the fires.
The WE-CAN data set includes repeated measurement of

emissions near the source for multiple fires, either hours or
days apart. For example, the South Sugarloaf Fire was sampled
near the source twice, separated by 5 h. The ER of OA
decreased by 28% from the first pass to the second pass 5 h
later; in contrast, the ER of rBC increased by 61%. These data
are consistent with the fire shifting from the smoldering to
flaming stage through the afternoon−highlighting the
challenges of extrapolating observations of a single emissions
measurement, or attributing observed emission ratios to a fire
type. A previous study of smoke from western wildfires14

reports NEMR of OA of 0.33 ± 0.098 μgm−3 ppbv−1 for
plumes attributed to smoldering fires compared to 0.26 ±
0.098 μgm−3 ppbv−1 for plumes attributed to flaming fires from
ground and aircraft-based measurements of smoke with
transport times ranging from 1 to 40h. Fire behavior evolves
with time, leading to changes in the emissions ratios.
As noted in the Introduction, the range of ΔOA/ΔCO

values reported for wildfires ranges from 0.02 to 0.55 μg m−3

ppbv−1 across different regions.8−13 Liu et al.12 report ΔOA/
ΔCO ratios of 0.28−0.39 μg m−3 ppb−1 for three fires in the
western United States, which has remarkable agreement with
the 15 OA emission ratios reported here. These ERs are more
than two times greater than the emission ratios measured in
prescribed burns, but can be lower than laboratory burns.

3.5. Chemical Evolution of Organic Aerosol. The
chemical components of OA elucidate the chemical and
physical processes that are occurring in the aerosol as the
plume evolves. While we did not observe changes in OA
NEMRs as the smoke aged (up to 8 h), chemical markers did
change dramatically with age. For this reason, the first
hypothesis, that no physical or chemical changes beyond
simple dilution are occurring in the OA in the first few hours of
aging, can be eliminated, so we consider possible factors
responsible for changes in chemistry, but not net mass, in OA.
In particular, gases present in the smoke plume could be
undergoing oxidation chemistry and subsequently condensing
onto the particle phase. These gas phase precursors can be
semivolatile components of POA that have evaporated, or
direct gaseous emissions from the wildfire plume. Such
oxidation chemistry enhances OA mass concentration. Multi-
phase chemistry in liquid aerosol could enhance downwind
OA, as has been proposed for levoglucosan,29 though plumes
were generally dry during this study. However, to achieve no
net change in OA beyond simple dilution, this SOA production
must be balanced by a loss process. One likely loss process is
dilution-driven evaporation in which simple dilution reduces
OA concentration and pushes the gas-particle equilibrium to
favor evaporation, which then decreases the OA mass
concentration beyond that for simple dilution. A balance
between oxidation-driven condensation and dilution-driven
evaporation would result in no changes in OA NEMR, but
marked changes in chemical composition. Here, we examine
the evolution of two markers, f44 and f60, as the smoke plume
ages and is diluted by background air. The fractional ratio f44 is

Figure 4. OA emission ratios are presented as an average (bars) and
individual value for each plume transect (black circles) for each fire
sampled at estimated tranport times of less than 1 h. For the South
Sugarloaf fire, the two near-source passes are separated into “early”
and “late” for the passes sampled 5 h apart.
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the ratio of the integrated signal of the CO2
+ ion (at m/z

43.990; calculated in high resolution) detected by the HR-
AMS to the total OA signal and is well correlated with the
elemental O:C ratio of the bulk OA;43 f60 is the ratio of the
integrated signal of C2H4O2

+ (m/z 60.021) to total OA. The
CO2

+ signal represents fragments of acids or acid-derived
species.44 Primary organic aerosol from biomass burning is
generally hydrocarbon-like, with low f44 and low O:C ratio.27

f44 and O:C will increase if the bulk aerosol becomes more
oxidized, and so f44 has been used as a tracer for SOA (and
aged POA).23,27 The C2H4O2

+ signal in the AMS is considered
to be predominately the result of fragments of levoglucosan
and other anhydrous sugars produced by the pyrolysis of
cellulose, and is thus an indicator of fresh biomass
burning.45−47 However, levoglucosan is semivolatile, and a
substantial fraction of its mass can be lost due to dilution.48,49

Levoglucosan can also be oxidized by OH via multiphase
reactions in the aerosol liquid phase with uptake coefficients
depending on relative humidity.29,50 While levoglucosan
oxidation marks a decrease in f60, it does not necessarily
translate to a net loss of organic mass from the aerosol, as
products likely remain in the particle phase. To summarize, an
increase in f44 with plume age will be driven by increased
fractions of oxidized organic compounds, consistent with SOA
formation and evaporation of more volatile compounds, while
a decrease in f60 will be driven by oxidation and evaporation of
semivolatile levoglucosan and other anhydrous sugars.
Figure 5 shows plume averages of f44 (a) and f60 (b) for each

plume transect as a function of physical age. The plume
transect nearest to the source is generally the one with the
highest f60 and the lowest f44. While the variability of f44 and f60
in the freshest emissions is quite large, the aging processing
seems to be consistent across fires. Figure 5c shows the same
data as f44 vs f60; this data visualization was first discussed in
Cubison et al.23 for smoke aged for days or weeks, finding
increased OA oxidation (f44) with simultaneous loss of
levoglucosan-like species (f60) and that f60 is a persistent, but
not inert, tracer of biomass burning aerosol on the time scale of
days to weeks. In the 12 fires studied as pseudo-Lagrangian
experiments during WE-CAN, as the smoke aged on the time
scale of hours, the chemical composition generally increased in
oxidation (f44 increased) and decreased in the anhydrous sugar
fragments due to multiphase chemistry and/or dilution-driven
evaporation (f60 decreased). This observed aging is consistent
with other measurements of f44 and f60 from biomass burning
aircraft-based studies.22,23 Laboratory studies of aging of
biomass burning emissions have shown that the rates at
which f44 increases and f60 decreases can differ significantly
across fuel type, and may be connected to the initial OA
concentration.33 Ahern et al.19 shows that aging of biomass
burning emissions by OH and O3 in chamber experiments
results in an increase in f44 and decrease in f60 in each oxidative
scheme. However, in laboratory studies, the change in OA
chemical composition is generally accompanied by an increase
in OA NEMR, and the observed OA enhancement is attributed
to condensational growth of the particles from less-volatile
oxidized species. However, in our work, as in some previous
field studies,8,15,22,26 the lack of change in dilution-adjusted OA
mass (i.e., NEMR) requires a balance between evaporation of
the semivolatile species and condensation of the lower
volatility species that results in a change in OA chemical
composition, but no net change in OA mass concentration,
corrected for dilution.

3.6. Variation in Organic Aerosol Chemical Compo-
sition Across the Plume. Organic aerosol chemical
composition changed during each transect through the cross
section of the plume. For plumes that were sufficiently wide
with diffuse edges (i.e., where the aircraft spent between 100
and 400 s in the plume during an individual transect), we
observed clear differences in chemical composition between
the center and edges of the plume. At typical ground speed of
the NSF/NCAR C-130 aircraft through plumes of ∼130 m s−1,
100−400 s corresponds to approximately 13−52 km. The
South Sugarloaf fire provides a particularly clear example of
this change in OA chemical composition (Figure 6). The f44
ratios were smallest at the center of the plume, while the f60
ratios were the largest. The difference in f44 at the edges versus
the center of a single plume transect were larger than the

Figure 5. Fractional component f44 (a) increases and f60 (b) decreases
as a function of plume mean age (all fires gray; four highlighted fires
in color). As the plume ages, f44, a proxy for oxidation, increases, and
f60 decreases, indicating loss of levoglucosan. The simultaneous shift
in fractional components is shown in (c).
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transect-to-transect differences for this fire. For example, the
transect-averaged f44 for the South Sugarloaf fire ranged
between 0.025 and 0.060 (Figure 5a), while the change for
some individual plume passes were much larger (0.02−0.12;
Figure 6a). The plume edges likely experienced both more
photochemistry, due to optically thinner aerosol loadings, and
more dilution (and thus dilution-driven evaporation) than the
center of the plume. The f44 at the center of the plume
generally increased with distance from the fire source, similar
to the analysis presented above derived from transect averages
and consistent with condensation of more oxidized compo-
nents. The suppressed f44 in the center relative to the edges
could be consistent with either enhanced oxidation at the edge
of the plume, or dilution-driven evaporation of less oxidized
hydrocarbon-like material at the edges of the plumes that
enhanced the fraction of less volatile oxidized organic
components. Consistent with this hypothesis, the f60 ratios
(Figure 6b) were largest in the center of the plume, which
suggests that dilution-driven evaporation of the semivolatile
levoglucosan was occurring more rapidly at the plume edges.
Downwind plume analysis showed no net enhancement of

OA over time which suggests that sources and sinks of OA
balance one another. However, these sources and sinks may
not balance within the cross section of a plume. In the cross-
plume transect, if only evaporation were occurring, we would
expect f60 to be maximized, f44 to be minimized, and OA
NEMR to be maximized at the center of the plume. Upon
dispersion and dilution with cleaner air, evaporation of the
semivolatile levoglucosan would reduce f60; species with low
volatility and high f44 would remain in the particle phase while
other components of OA would evaporate, lowering f44, and
OA mass on the edges would be reduced beyond simple
dilution due to this shift in gas-particle partitioning of volatile
and semivolatile species to favor the gas phase. Conversely, if
only oxidation were occurring, we would expect f60 to be
maximized at the center, however with a smaller magnitude on
the time scale of a few hours of aging because levoglucosan has
a lifetime of 1.1 days against OH.29 We would also expect f44 to
be at a minimum at the center of the plume, and no change or
a slight increase in NEMR through condensation of less
volatile oxidation products. For the South Sugarloaf fire, we
observed that f60 was at a maximum and f44 a minimum at the
center of the plume. However, the NEMRs calculated from

single data points are extremely sensitive to the background
used, more so than for the plume-integrated NEMRs, so it is
difficult to determine the shape of a cross-plume NEMR with a
high degree of certainty.
This analysis assumes that the smoke throughout each

plume transect represents the same emission (i.e., each cross
section samples smoke emitted at the same time), and that
smoke is well-mixed during turbulent vertical convection so
that the smoke is uniform across the plume before it begins
horizontal transport (i.e., the smoke at plume edges does not
have a different fuel or fire temperature than the smoke at the
center). Therefore, a plume-transect analysis may reduce the
impact of potential fluctuations in fire emissions over time.
The transect-averaged f44 and f60 are determined by weighted
average using OA mass concentration rather than by arithmetic
mean. In this way, the chemical composition of OA in the
middle of the plume, where the majority of aerosol mass exists,
is weighted more strongly compared to the edges. This
weighted average more accurately reflects the bulk of the
aerosol, however caution should be taken in transect-averaged
or plume-integrated values since, in some cases as shown by
the OA chemical composition, the edges and the center are
very distinct due to differences in processing inside the dense
dark center of the plume compared to the dilute lighter edges
of the plume.

4. CONCLUSION
For the 20 wildfires sampled at the near-field during the WE-
CAN campaign, we observed that the submicron aerosol was
overwhelming organic (85−96%) and determined emission
ratios between 0.18−0.30 μg sm−3 ppbv−1, showing the
relatively narrow range of ERs for organic aerosol from
wildfires in the western U.S. For the 12 fires sampled via
pseudo-Lagrangian methods, we consistently observed no
increase in OA mass, once corrected for dilution, but did
observe an increase in oxidation tracer f44 and a decrease in
biomass burning tracer f60 with smoke age. The increased
exposure to oxidants [OH and O3] and clean air that drives
gas-particle equilibrium resulted in the gain of more oxidized
species, as evident by the increase in f44, and the loss of the
semivolatile tracers of biomass burning from levoglucosan and
other anhydrous sugars, as evident by the decrease in the f60
fragment. While a combination of photooxidation and dilution-

Figure 6. f44 (a) and f60 (b) versus AMS 5 s time step for 20 plume transects from the South Sugarloaf fire with plume transects from the same
altitude highlighted in color. The plume transects have been aligned so that the middle of the plume, determined by a Gaussian fit of the OA versus
time for a given plume transect, is at t = 0. The fractional component f44 at the center of the plume is lower than at the edges of the plume while f60
is generally higher at the center of plume. The variability within a single transect is larger than the differences between downwind transect-to-
transect of the same plume in some cases.
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driven evaporation effects may result in an increase in the
oxidized organic portion of OA, the lack of net increase or
decrease in OA mass indicates that there was a near-equal
balance between evaporation and condensation in the near-
and mid-field observed during these flights. The discrepancy
between laboratory studies, which typically show an increase in
OA mass with aging, and field measurements indicates that
SOA formation is considerable in chamber studies, but its
importance may be overestimated in smoke plumes if dilution-
driven evaporation is not considered.
We observe that even if OA processing in smoke plumes

does not change OA mass, corrected for simple dilution, the
chemical composition of the OA does indeed change to an
increased oxidation level with higher f44 and O:C. Previous
work indicates that an increase in OA oxidation level, in
general, is linked to increases in aerosol density,51,52

hygroscopicity,53 absorption,54 and toxicity.7 Therefore, while
we show that OA mass does not change beyond simple
dilution, changes in chemical composition with links to
physical and optical properties could make the existing mass
a more efficient cloud condensation nuclei or absorber, which
has implications for the overall impact of aerosol emitted from
wildfire on climate, air quality, and health.
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